BLAKE David NASA Ames MARS MSL ChemMin 29 Jan 2013

he is PI of ChemMin

he shows pits from ChemCam laser... shows 8 cm diameter image with pits.

landed in an alluvial fan.  Gale was overfilled and then eroded away to create Mt Sharp...


landing site was Bradbury...
they are going opposite to Mt Sharp to get to the triple point  (3 terrains coming together)
Glenelg destination.

join of hummocky units and fractured unit and cratered unit;

HiRise can see the tracks of the rover from orbit...


he shows rocks ar landing site  Gouldburn scour... broken up dement...
pebbles in a medium....
stream bed... rounded pebbles and cemented in...  looks just like a chunck of cement...

Peace Vallis is on the crater... ancient river drained it into alluvial fan and into their landing site...

they are in an ancient streambed...

MAHLI and APXS...

feeding yourself with a 90 kg barbell in your hand....


*****
his site is Rocknest site...

APXS  global mars soil same here as elsewhere...

all the same... opport, spirit, and curiosity ....

moves like flour...  38 mm scoop


SAM  aspirin tab size... heats it up and looks at volatiles given up... has water, sulfates, carbonates and poss perchlorates.

ChemMin... minerals and amounts...  get structural and atomic composition...

they do filtering, so only see  Cobalt K alpha  waves...


andesine  3.4%
forsterite  2.6%
augite  3.5%
pigeonite 3.9%
quartgz  0.7%
hematite 1.1 %   etc

temp gets down to almost neg degr celsius

ground gets up to 37 F....

earth atmosphere is at 101,300 pascals

mars is at around 800 pascals...

when he was age 13 he built a cloud champer....

DAN   fire neutrons into soil  down to 1 meter... look at echo of
thermal neutrons...  look for water...

atmosphere (from SAM) is  96%  CO2;  2% Argon;  N2 1.9%

oxygen  0.14%  etc.


they see shale rocks  (is it aeolean or from stream)


DRT = dust removal tool  (similar to the "rat)

Mars:  rock  see  veins of hydrated calcium sulfates  embedded in basalts....

“sheepbed” rocks...

****
ultimate destination is Mt Sharp...


Layers, Canyons, Buttes of Mt Sharp... beautiful  imagge...

just starting a drilling campaign...

hoping they find  sedimentary rocks  (rather than basalts/ igneous)

major flow features  are really thot to have been done by water  (and not other liquids)


trigger from a thermonuclear device  genertes the neutrons for DAN....

Dave Morrison Q:  why did central peak of  Gale  remain and just the perimeter get eroded???


xtals are periodic materials  with highly regular strucutre
 as oppos to amorphous amterials  with  irreg struc....

pressure is 6 millibars on mars....

say something abt the minerals you found....

just looked at mars soil... 

olivene  (
plagiclate  feldspar....   looks like a basalt from hawaii   from mona kea  (spitting image of mars soil);

